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Maria Lind 

RESTAGING THE INSTITUTION 

Let me begin by replacing "restaging the museum" with "restaging 
the institution" . Just as the exhibition as a format is merely one way 
among many of presenting and allowing art to exist, the art museum 
is just one of many possible types of institution, albeit one that is 
well established and widely recognised. The museum's defining 
characteristic is that it owns a collection. It also conjures up notions 
of permanence and the writing of history. Art museums, moreo-
ver, have been - and remain - closely associated with nation-build
ing projects and their educational and morally fortifying functions. 
More recently, art museums have become increasingly intertwined 
with the neo-liberal economy and the creative industries. 

Although the prototype of the national art museum, the Louvre, 
opened as far back as 1793, the art museum is very largely a product 
of the 19'h century. This is also true of art galleries and art associa
tions. Artist-run galleries can also be said to have emerged in the 
19'h century , at least in their more institutionalised form. Artists' 
associations, such as the Austrian Artists Association, founded in 
1861, proliferated during the 19•h century, some of them with their 
own exhibition spaces, such as the Wiener Kiinstlerhaus. From 
Jacques Louis David and Gustave Courbet through to the impres
sionists, artists have themselves initiated and organised exhibitions, 
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an approach that flourished among the various avant-garde groups 
around the turn of the 20'h century. 1 But this is a topic that has more 
to do with the history and practice of curating than with the cur
rent discussion about the institution. 

Private commercial galleries were yet another 19'h century 
innovation. But among the various institutions that arose in the 19th 
century, it was the museum in particular that experienced radi-
cal reinterpretation in the 20th century. Here we could mention the 
Landesmuseum in Hanover. In the 1920s, the institution's director, 
Alexander Dorner, transformed what had been an ordinary regional 
history museum into the most innovative museum of its day, for 
both older and contemporary art. Innovations included "atmos
phere rooms" to illu trate various periods of art history and the use 
of artists to design the presentation of specific parts of the collec
tion, such as El Lissitzky, who created the famous Abstract Cabinet. 2 

Then there was Willem Sandberg, who after World War II turned 
Amsterdam's sleepy Stedelijk Museum into an international centre 
for contemporary art and new forms of expression. Here the new 
sensations included a museum cafe, film screenings and a photogra
phy collection. At the Stedelijk as well, artists were engaged, in this 
case to create new works especially for the museum, as in the pio
neering exhibition "Dylaby" that featured works by among others 
Niki de Saint Phalle, Jean Tinguely and P.O. Ultvedt. 3 

In the early 1900s, with the support of fund-raising schemes 
and other voluntary exertions, the "community centres" or "peo
ple's houses" (folkets hus) of the political and social movements 
began to take shape as venues for cultural events and the activi
ties of various associations. Andre Malraux's "maison de la culture" 
established a new but related typology in the post-war period. 
The flagship among cultural houses is, of course, the Pompidou 
Centre in Paris, which opened in 1977, although many other smaller 

1 See for example Bruce Altshuler: Salon 10 Biennial: Exhibitions That Made Art History, 
Volume I : 1863-1959, Phaidon, 2008, and Bruce Altshuler: The Avant-Garde in 
Exhibition: New Art in the 20"' Century, University of California Press, Berkeley and 
Los Angeles, 1994. 

2 See Samuel Cauman: The Living Museum: Experiences of on Art 1-fiscoriari arid 
Museum Director - Alexander Dorner, New York University Press, 1958. 

3 See Ad Petersen: Sandberg: Designer and Dfretcor of the Stede/ijk, 010 Publishers, 
Rotterdam, 2004. 
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Poster for th e oxhibit i on DylaleYd September '62 Rauschenberg Raysse 
"Dylaby, Sted elijk Museum ~ms~~~g~:ly". Courtesy of the Museum. 
De St Phalle Spoerr i Ultv e t i 
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versions and other variants exist. The German "Kulturladen", liter
ally "culture shop", is a kind of small, autonomous cultural centre 
with a focus on amateur activities, which emerged in response to 
the 1968 upheavals and the new social movements. Based on com
munity involvement and self-organisation, these set-ups can still be 
found in many districts. 4 

Other typical innovations of the 20'h century are studio pro
grammes, art fairs, organisations for art in public space, and the 
art world's uncrowned king - Documenta. The first three represent 
continuity, yet none of them offers regular exhibitions at a single 
location. Documenta is a unique phenomenon that still influences, 
on the one hand, our views of what an institution can be and, on 
the other, how people can encounter and experience art in one and 
the same city, albeit at intervals of several years. 5 Although the first 
Venice Biennale was held in 1895, it was only in the 20'h century that 
it achieved the prestige it still enjoys today, and which enabled it to 
be viewed as the mother of all biennials. 6 

But is a permanent physical location an absolute must for an 
institution? Does it even need walls? Here we have to ask our
selves what an institution actually is. John Searle, the philosopher 
of the speech act, argues that institutions exist in order to trans
form power relations. At the same time, he cautions against search
ing for the institution's "true nature". Instead one should be aware 
of "institutional facts", i.e. what an institution involves and what 
it does. Money, property and marriage, he tells us, are all institu
tions, whereas education, science and religion are not. The primary 
condition for an institution to come about is that a group of people 
larger than a certain size must grant a "collective assignment" to 
some other entity to perform a certain task. Furthermore, the for
mer group must have some kind of legitimacy to be able to grant 

4 See Soren Gramme!: The Communal Exhibition: Totally Motivated - A Socio-Cultural 
Manoeuvre in Collected Newsletter s, Kunstverein Mlinchen (eds.: Maria Lind, Soren 
Gramme I, Katharina Schlieben, Judith Schwarzbart, Ana Paula Cohen, Tessa Praun), 
Revolver Archiv fur aktuelle Kunst, Frankfurt, 2005. 

5 See Walther Grasskamp: "Degenerate Art and Documenta I: Modernism Ostracized 
and isnrmcd", in Dnniel J. Shermn n and lrit Rogoff (ed .): Museum Culture: Histories, 
Disco11r.ws, Spectacles, , Minneapo lis, M ': University of Minnesota Press , 1994. 

6 Lawrence Alloway: 7'/te Venice Di1!1111ale, 1895-1968: f'rom Sa/01110 Goldfish Bowl, 
Greenwich, C'I': New York <::ruphic Society, 1968. 
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such a collective assignment. Subsequently, the institution must 
comply with the so-called "constitutive rules", which determine 
that "X means Yin context Z". Thus, for example, a Euro coin (X) 
has acertain value depending on the currency market (Y), and this 
is the case throughout the area known as Europe (Z). It could be 
added that an institution is generally regarded as leaving its mark 
on something; it carries a certain authority.7 Many of the new kinds 
of art institutions that arose in the 20'h and early 2ist centuries lack 
the characteristics we grew accustomed to with the 19th century 
institutions; like Group Material they do not always have perma
nent exhibition facilities and neither even do they always strive for 
an unbroken succession of exhibitions and other public activities. 8 

The condition they do satisfy is that of Searle's constitutive rules. 
They are held together by networks consisting of both individu-
als and affiliations, but can also be one-person institutions, such as 
Semiotext(e). Some of them have premises, e.g. an office or a shop, 
as do Printed Matter and ProQM, but this is no necessity. The devel
opment over the past forty years of new operational models among 
existing institutions and of hitherto unknown types of institutions 
would hardly have been possible without the particular current in 
post-war art known as "institutional critique". 9 

In a now classic text written in 1993, the American art critic 
Douglas Crimp claimed that the focus of art shifted from the indi
vidual subject and his or her identity to the institution and its 
modus operandi - to the framework, and the historical and contem
porary processes that shape the institution. Which in turn ha con
sequences for art. By that time, artists such as Michael Asher Hans 
Haacke, Robert Smithson, Andrea Fraser and }red Wilson, begin
ning in the 1960s, had already contributed to the emergence of 
what we now call "institutional critique". The first wave was char
acterised by an "us-and-them" perspective. Art institutions were 
portrayed as remote from the genuine context constituted by the 

7 John Searle: "What is an Institution?" in John C. Welchman (ed.): Institutional 
Critique and After, JRP Ringier, Zurich, 2006. 

8 Julie Ault: Show and Tell; A Chronicle of Group Material, Four Corner Books, 
London, 2010. 

9 See Maria Lind: "Dilemmas of Love, Humour and Critique: Notes on the Work of 
Anton Vidokle", in Anton Vidokle: Produce, Distribute, Discuss, Repeat, Sternberg 
Press, Berlin, 2008. 
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and important. With his background in e-flux, a groundbreaking, 
world-wide and commercially successful digital information service, 
Vidokle and his colleague Julieta Aranda have initiated a number of 
projects that help to define a vibrant new phase in institutional cri
tique, including a small exhibition space with adjacent reading 
room in Manhattan. A phase that has self-determination as well 
as autonomy at its core. Vidokle's independent initiatives also 
include vs Plaza in Berlin. Art and Contemporary Critical Practice: 
Reinventing Institutional Critique can be usefully read as a commen
tary on the latest wave of institutional critique, in which the work of 
Vidokle, to mention just one, plays a part. Here we find art projects 
that are establishing new - more or less independent - institutions, 
many of them initiated by artists themselves. The resulting institu
tions include art schools and exhibition spaces, created as works of 
art - fully functional, but often with alternative policies and prac
tices. Raunig's term for this development is "instituent practices", 
which builds on the concept of "constituent power" defined by the 
Italian political philosopher Antonio Negri. This is an approach to 
power that believes in self-organisation, but in Raunig's version it 
has clearer links to institutions and to practical activity. At the same 
time Raunig sees an important, and increasingly pertinent, cultural 
metaphor for a form of action in the parallel between the need for 

"instituent practices" in the arts and the many images of flight and 
retreat in contemporary philosophical and political theory. 

Broadly speaking, changes in the circumstances of cultural 
production, together with critical scrutiny of how cultural policy is 
made and modified, constitute the central concerns of the eipcp (the 
European Institute for Progressive Cultural Policies), the Vienna
based "project institution" that initiated and ran the long-term 
research project that spawned the texts in this anthology. 12 Raunig 
himself is a key figure at the eipcp, an institute with no exhibition 
space of its own, but which regularly partakes in the production of 
exhibitions and presentations in other formats in cooperation with 
other institutions in various countries. By means of this approach, 
eipcp has been nurturing both practical and theoretical discussions 
about, for example, public space and its transformation since the 
turn of the millennium. 

12 See www.eipcp.net 
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The new phase of institutional critique that Raunig describes 
entails a shift away from transparency towards opacity and abstrac
tion. Instead of relying on the transparent information paradigm, 
which seeks to lay "all the facts on the table", here artists choose 
more or less deliberately to withdraw. They start their own projects 
rather than work with the art institutions, building new relatively 
autonomous organisations to reduce the influence of the market and 
the ever increasing interference of public funding bodies. Within 
these sidestreams the inclination is rather to be poor and free than 
funded but with hands tied. 

The study Institution Building: Artists, , Curators, Architects in 
the Struggle for Institutional Space (eds. Nikolaus Hirsch et al.) 
proposes yet another model.13 The aim here was to conceptualise 
and explore the spatial scenarios for another "homeless" art insti
tution, the European Kunsthalle in Cologne. This organisation 
has an office, and since 2005 it has staged a variety of art projects, 
mostly outside existing museums and exhibition venues. At the 
same time, this study offers an analysis of a fairly limited selection 
of medium sized European art institutions, some of which have 
and some of which lack permanent showrooms. The conclusion 
comes as no surprise: in a world where artists are building houses, 
architects are contributing to exhibitions and some curators act 
as artists, there are both advantages and disadvantages in "sta
ble", locally rooted institutions just as there are in the "unstable", 
homeless variety. The new dynamic institutional model proposed 
here is based on an interaction between architecture and curat
ing, in which the office becomes the production centre and hub for 
a steadily growing cluster of buildings, both permanent and tempo
rary, local and further afield. 

Another way to approach the question of how institutions can 
innovate is to consider them in terms of the "spectatorship" they pro
duce and privilege. To apply this approach, the linkage of architec
ture and curating becomes all the more necessary. In her archival 
studies, art historian Charlotte Klonk has shown how art museums 

13 Nikolaus Hirsch et al.: Institution Building: Artists, Curators, Architects in the Struggle 
for Institutional Space, Sternberg Press, 2009, 
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Eighty years later, one of the major challenges for the contem
porary institution is to consider what kind of contact between art 
and local circumstances it finds meaningful. For me, one of the 
mo t important yet implest aims is to work with the kind of art 
t hat one con ide.rs releva nt and important. And to do so in ways 
that help to shape the kind of encounters between art and the 
environm ent - the kind of spectatorship - that one wants. This 
requires that one has sufficient autonomy and room to manoeuvre, 
but also that one can create conditions that are conducive to both 
change and continuity. In other words , the aim of the requisite 
institution when it comes to today's contemporary art is to create 
a structure capable of respondin g to the specific and heterogene
ous needs of contemp orary art - and to the practical circumstances 
of cultural production today, whi ch includes fragmentary forms 
of financing, from variou s and frequ ently short-term sources. To 
optimise the conditions that already favour the creation of sustain
able and experimental structures , close to both art and the artist , 
which serve the production, presentation, distribution, dissemina
tion, discussion and documentation of contemporary art. To be , 
on the one hand visionary and speculative , on the other, pragmatic 
and realistic. An institution that can serve as an advocate for art in 
society, a voice that allows art to pose new - and sometimes 
difficult - questions and to create different stories in a world of 
rapid change. 

This is all connected with the fact that contemporary art is char
acteri sed by overwhelming diversity. In virtu e of it heterogeneity, 
today' aJ·t functions as a form of under tandin g comparabl e to that 
of, for example, philosophy, science, politics or psycl1ology. Widely 
different techniques, methods and genres exist side by ide with 
widely varying conditions and needs. The infrastructure for art only 
partially satisfies those conditions and needs , and where it does, it 
tends to be older art forms that benefit. Some newer types of art find 
support from specific organisations that focus on narrow approaches, 
such as art outside the "white cube". Other kinds of art lack an insti
tutional home entirely. Another opportunity is for a structure that 
would be fully open to and would welcome contemporary art in all 
its breadth and depth, including its inter-disciplinary approaches 
and its openness to the local community. One that could in principle 
accommodate all forms of contemporary art. 
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institution today would mean having to adapt to the topology of the 
cultural economy. Collaborations are not just potentially interesting 
and fruitful - they are in fact necessary for economic and other rea
sons. Combinding resources of various kinds brings greater strength 
both financially and in terms of content. The institution might there
fore "dock" with certain existing institutions and work collaborative 
with them for a number of years. Subsequently, the institution would 
be free to move to a new location. 

One advantage of educational institutions as partners is that, like 
contemporary art itself, they tend to be multifaceted. Moreover, process
oriented work is a component in every educational programme, and the 
investigative and researching characteristic of so much of contemporary 
art have direct counterparts in education. One essential thing that con
temporary art and educational institutions have in common is "practice
based research". In a sense, artists throughout history have devoted 
themselves to "research". During the past decade, however, a formal
ised version of this has emerged as an increasingly important - partly 

"homeless" - aspect of contemporary art. The envisaged institution 
would embrace this kind of art as well. 

If the discussed tendency among art iristitutions can be said to 
have been influenced by institutional critique in art then it would 
be relevant to ask what criticism is. In his 1978 lecture "What is 
Critique?" Michel Foucault described criticism as an instrument 
that resembles a virtue. 16 It is a particular way of thinking and act
ing, a special attitudinal stance to that which surrounds us. One 
thing that is certain is that criticism implies casting doubt on and 
even challenging the prevailing "politics of truth", even in the 
field of institutional work. One danger with the new opaque, do
it-yourself phase of institutional critique is isolation. One pro
tects oneself from the outside world, albeit as a survival strategy, 
but may become self-centred. Personally, I view this development 
in terms of "strategic separatism", in other words as a conscious 
context-sen itivity that could be revised when altered circum-
tances require it. It is no coincidence that the term "criticism" 

rarely appears in, for example, Vidokle's art projects. Foucault's 

16 Michel Foucault: "What is Critique?" in Sylvere Lotringer and Lysa Hochroth (eds.): 
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